DELL EMC DATA PROTECTION SUITE SOLUTION PACKAGE

The Dell EMC® Data Protection Suite provides enterprise organizations with best-in-class software solutions for backup and archive in a simple to purchase, manage and deploy package. Designed for use in physical and virtual environments, the Suite offers flexibility and enables you to quickly optimize performance and data protection today and in the future, while also reducing costs.

With the advancement of technologies and complexity in today’s data protection environments, it is imperative to fully understand the capabilities of the Dell EMC Data Protection Suite and related services in order to fully leverage its advanced functionality.

SERVICE DESCRIPTION

The Dell EMC Data Protection Suite Solution Package helps to provide an understanding of the full range of capabilities of the Dell EMC Data Protection Suite (DPS) of products and related services. During this engagement, Dell EMC’s services professionals review the functionality and applicability of DPS to your environment, validates its requirements and related services, and makes recommendations for optimization.

The deliverables of this service include a high level integration plan for applicable DPS components and services, including:

- Avamar®
- DD Boost™ for Enterprise Applications (Oracle, DB2, MS SQL, SAP)
- Data Protection Advisor
- NetWorker®
- SourceOne
- Cloud Options for Mozy® and Syncplicity®

Key steps in this engagement include:

- Validation and documentation of the environment and customer expectations
- Preparation of a high-level integration plan for applicable DPS components
- Validation of required product licenses, services, and resource skills
- Identification of additional required solution components
- Knowledge transfer for DPS features, functionality and integration of its components
- Discussion on technical concerns, if any

SERVICE VALUE

Dell EMC Data Protection Suite Solution Package uses Dell EMC’s deep knowledge, best practices, and data protection experience to develop the most effective recommendations that meet your technical and business requirements. This service is ideal for organizations who seek to understand how the mix of backup, archive and compliance components they have purchased with DPS can help meet objectives and service levels across their physical and virtual environments.

CONTACT US

To learn more, contact your local representative or authorized reseller.